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Puzzlemaker is a puzzle generation tool for teachers, students and parents. Create
and print customized word search, criss-cross, math puzzles, and more-using your
own word lists.

Earthquakes

ACROSS 
5. Keep ______ and a working �ashlight next to each bed. 
6. There are about 800 smaller earthquakes that are recorded ________ in Utah. 
8. Hang mirrors, pictures, and other hanging objects on _______ hooks. 
11. Place only ______ art, such as unframed posters or rugs and tapestries, above beds or sofas. 
12. Be aware of ________ that may occur after the initial earthquake. 
13. Depending on the extent of damage to your home you may need to ________. 
16. Liquefaction, landslides, rock falls, �res, dam failures and hazardous materials release are all an example of secondary _______
should an earthquake occur. 
17. Move _____ furniture, such as bookcases, away from beds, couches and other places where people sit or sleep. 
18. If you are in bed when the shaking starts stay there and protect your head with a _______. 
20. Secure refrigerators and other major appliances to walls using earthquake ________ straps. 
21. Install smoke alarms and test them _______. 
22. The Wasatch fault is subdivided into 10 _______, each averaging around 25 miles in length. 
24. If driving when the shaking starts, safely pull over to the side of the road, stop and set the ________ brake. 
25. Move �ammable or hazardous materials to low ______ that are secure. 

DOWN 
1. Excluding service animals, _______ are often not allowed in emergency shelters. You will need to make alternate arrangements for
them. 
2. If trapped after the earthquake do not scream or yell, use a whistle and _______ repeatedly. 
3. Store heavy items and breakables on lower shelves. 
4. Water heaters should be _________ to wall studs or masonry with metal straps and lag screws. 
7. The process that occurs when an earthquake shakes sandy soil until it behaves like a liquid, allowing sand to "boil up" to the
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surface, buildings to sink, or sloping ground to move. 
9. Locate a safe place _______ of your home for your family to meet after the shaking stops. 
10. Conduct a _____ hazard hunt to protect yourself before an earthquake.
14. Know the locations of _______ shutoffs and keep needed tools nearby. 
15. If you are indoor when the shaking starts, ______, cover and hold on. 
19. Establish an out-of-area _______ person who can be called by everyone in the household to relay information. 
22. Use earthquake safety straps, fasteners, and adhesives to _______ belongings. 
23. After an earthquake if your gas was turned off you will need to arrange for this company to come out and turn it back on. 
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